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Join students learning English in relaxed conversation about local and social topics. Author in Search of my
Fatherâ€”6 to 7 p. The Multicultural Review is an event where students showcase their talents in poetry,
reading, music, dance, and much more. R Segregated Kalamazooâ€”6 to 7 p. Join us for a presentation and
discussion about the history of redlining, racially restrictive covenants, and segregation in Kalamazoo. Learn
how the federal government and the city of Kalamazoo successfully financed white home ownership while
instituting black segregation. Read it and come back to talk about it with pizza! Registration is required; free.
This talk will be presented by Dr. Black History Mobile Museum exhibit follow-up discussion. The parade of
flags is a colorful display of multicultural diversity on the WMU campus that has become an annual tradition
that precedes the WMU Homecoming football game. The event will begin with a tailgate at Kanley Track at 8
a. Martin Luther King Jr. Program 50th Anniversary Celebrationâ€”7 to 9 p. This event will recognize fifty
years of program success and bring alumni and current participants together to celebrate and reconnect. Art
and Artistsâ€”noon to 1 p. Laura Cotton, Curator and Gallery Manager at the Alfred Berkowitz Gallery, will
discuss the art and artists that are featured in the Berkowitz glass collection. Exercise with women from
around the world through yoga, body strength training, and more. Classes will meet at 2: China Town
Hallâ€”6 to 7: Ford Presidential Museum, Pearl St. Wednesday, October 10 "China: The talk will be led by
Dr. Toward the Future, Land Opening Ceremonyâ€”6 p. Join us in welcoming global land activists to
Kalamazoo! Toward the Future, Community Breakfastâ€”8 a. RaceTalk Panelâ€”5 to 7: Students will have the
opportunity to listen to diverse human experiences that are similar and vastly different to their racial
experience; additionally, this model provides opportunities to ask questions that students may not have felt
comfortable enough to articulate about race before. Friday, October 12 Chinese Language Tablesâ€”noon to 1
p. Saturday, October 13 Great Stories Club: Learn Tibetan Buddhist meditative techniques including
concentration, contemplative analysis, visualization, mantras and prayer applied daily in a structured format.
Help welcome new international students to campus at the annual Welcome Party! Mix It Up Thursday:
Friday, September 7 Japanese conversation tableâ€”4 to 5 p. Take advantage of opportunities to practice your
Japanese language skills. Saturday, September 8 Fall Fab Festâ€”1 p. Open to all local students and
community members, this event celebrates community as well as welcomes LBGT people and their allies to
Kalamazoo. A New Approach" talkâ€”3 p. The talk will be given by Dr. Multicultural Meet and Greetâ€”6 to
8: The Multicultural Meet and Greet is an orientation that encourages sense of belonging for students of color
at WMU and in the greater Kalamazoo community. Wednesday, September 12 Local Global Marketâ€”10 a.
Join us for a farmers market at Western Michigan University this September! Science in Society" lectureâ€”5:
The lecture will be given by Dr. Bird, former vice president for research at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. The documentary tells the journey of a local Kalamazoo band, their origins in Mexico and Texas
and how they brought their talents to Michigan. This event will consist of several workshops for youth to
compose poetry about overcoming challenges, struggles, and adversity. Poetry Workshop for Messages of
Hopeâ€”5: Tuesday, September 18 "Craft in America: Borders and Neighbors" ARTbreak videoâ€”noon to 1
p. Learn about the connections between Mexico and the United States through craft. Wednesday, September
19 Local Global Marketâ€”10 a. Wilson Warren, chair and professor of history at WMU. Thursday,
September 20 "Get the Picture: Philemona Williamson"â€”noon to 1 p. Enjoy an in-depth exploration of one
of our new acquisitions: Friday, September 21 Chinese Language Tablesâ€”noon to 1 p. Come to this monthly
event to learn from pet experts about exotic pets from around the world. Audiotree Music Festivalâ€”noon to
11 p. Audiotree Music Festival returns to Kalamazoo to showcase 20 plus new and emerging artists from all
over the world. Sunday, September 23 Audiotree Music Festivalâ€”noon to 11 p. Monday, September 24
"Inform. Tuesday, September 25 " The special mobile museum exhibit will explore black history. Reading
Race Book Groupâ€”6: In this talk, award-winning author, Marion Nestle, reveals how the food industry
manipulates nutrition science and suggests what we can do about it. Wednesday, September 26 Local Global
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Marketâ€”10 a. Friday, September 28 Asian Forumâ€”8: In an intimate and wide-ranging discussion, these
three women will discuss the intersection of art and activism as it pertains to the crisis of mass incarceration.
Join the Office for Sustainability for the first Gibbs House potluck of the year! Everyone is welcome at this
community event , bring a dish to pass if you can! Saturday, September 29 Taste of Jazzâ€”8 to 11 p. August
Friday, August 3 Art Hopâ€”5 to 8 p. Free and open to the public. Saturday, August 4 Reptile Weekend â€”9
a. Sunday, August 5 Reptile Weekend â€”9 a. Listen to Jennifer Pharr Davis, a hiker, author, and speaker who
has covered over 14, miles of long-distance trails on six different continents, discuss her new book.
Wednesday, August 8 Global Artâ€”4 to 5 p. Explore history, geography, language, and culture by creating art
inspired from around the world. This biennial conference will invite both past participants and new scholarsto
discuss the state of African economies in the 21st century. Learn to Speak Mandarin Chineseâ€”2 to 3 p.
Come to this introductory program and receive a free workbook to help you learn some basic words in
Mandarin Chinese. Monday, August 20 Australian Didgeridoo workshopâ€”2 to 3 p. Tuesday, August 21
Global Artâ€”4 to 5 p. Local jewelry artist, Meg Tang, will help you craft a one-of-a-kind piece using found
items, wire, and more! This workshop will assist you in crafting a work environment that is inclusive for your
current staff, volunteers and those you wish to attract. Saturday, August 25 Kalamazoo Scottish Festivalâ€”9
a. Join the celebration of the 26th annual Scottish Festival with face painters, country dancing, the Kirking of
the Tartan ceremony, Clan Tents, Harpers, Weavers and more. July Friday, July 6 Art Hopâ€”5 to 8 p.
Hands-on art tent available for kids during the concert. Monday, July 9 Magical Africaâ€”11 a. Magical
Africaâ€”2 to 3 p. Wednesday, July 11 Global Artâ€”4 to 5 p. Friday, July 13 Movies in the Park: Desperate
to prove his talent, Miguel finds himself in the stunning and colorful Land of the Dead. Saturday, July 14
Global Artâ€”2 to 3 p. Friday, July 20 Drum Beatsâ€”2 to 3 p. Experience an engaging and memorable
introduction to West African musical culture at this hands-on drumming workshop.
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When readers enter such textual worlds, which are often strange and complex, they are confronted with
theological claims. With this in mind, the purpose of the Interpreting Biblical Texts series is to help dedicated
students in their experience of reading and interpreting by providing guides for their journeys into textual
worlds. The controlling perspective is expressed in the operative word of the title: The primary focus of the
series is not so much on the world behind the texts or out of which the texts have arisen as on the worlds
created by the texts in their engagement with readers. Guided by scholars, pastors, and laity representing
diverse traditions and academic experience, this collection of commentary meets the needs of preachers,
teachers, and all students of the Bible. It offers introductions to each book that cover essential historical,
sociocultural, literary, and theological issues. The set features numerous visual aids including illustrations,
maps, charts and timelines to enhance its use. They are all women, and they come from different
denominations and backgrounds: A brief narrative accompanies each map, describing what is being shown and
what chapters and verses of the Bible are being illustrated. Easyto-understand explanations of core terms
encompass the following themes: The notes were written by scholars and are academic rather than apologetic,
evangelistic, or devotional. The translation and the notes are designed to make the text of the Bible as clear as
it can be in English, so this Bible provides a strong foundation for beginning biblical study. It includes
thousands of notes; hundreds of articles; book introductions; a comprehensive concordance; and fullcolor
maps, illustrations, photographs, and charts. The Editorial Board includes Joel. Schlimm University of
Dubuque , and Marti J. Steussy Christian Theological Seminary. Harrelson, General Editor The best of
biblical scholarship to the service of the Church. Sixty distinguished scholars have provided background and
insight on the biblical text in the NRSV translation.. Features include extensive historical and theological
annotations on the biblical text; brief introductions and outlines for each biblical book; excursuses giving
further background and insight regarding particular themes and passages. Jones Jones argues that several
unique factors remain available to The United Methodist Church today from the period of rapid growth
between and He argues that a viable future for United Methodism is to recapture the dynamism of being a
movement, with many of the characteristics of early 19th century Methodism coming to the fore. Looks at
three categories: Oxford don, Methodist preacher, notable person. Vickers, editors Embraces the historic 44
sermons that John Wesley approved, plus the 8 more of the North American collection 52 sermons and to this
is added 8 sermons, carefully chosen, to fill things out for contemporary interests resulting in a grand total of
sixty sermons. A Theological Journey Kenneth J. An Anthology Arthur C. Steve Harper is a retired United
Methodist Elder in the Florida Annual Conference, and a retired seminary professor who taught for 32 years in
the disciplines of Spiritual Formation and Wesley Studies. Edited by Frank Baker, Richard P. Heitzenrater and
Randy L. Maddox This volume is part of a series dedicated to providing a complete and accurate published
collection of Charles Wesley manuscript items beyond his sermons and verse. The present volume gathers a
number of scattered items the majority also held at MARC , many of which are earlierâ€” and more
completeâ€”drafts of material in the Manuscript Journal. Thomas Coke John A. Vickers, editor For forty years
on either side of the death of John Wesley in , Thomas Coke was a key figure in the development of
Methodism on both sides of the Atlantic. Wesley, 2nd edition Richard P. A Paradigm for Renewal Paul W.
Donat , Randy L. These range from his best-selling home guide to health care, the Primitive Physic, through
his recommendation of electrical-shock therapy, to his concern for nervous disorders. He is an independent
scholar with work focusing on John Wesley and medicine. Marks of Methodism Russell E. Renewing the
Conversation W. Stephen Gunter, Scott J. The Extreme Center Scott J. A Compact History Russell E.
Evangelism and Mission in the Wesleyan Spirit W. The Essentials, 2nd Edition Ted A. A History Russell E.
Wesleyan Views of the Church in Mission M. Seymour, professor of religious education, GarrettEvangelical
Theological Seminary. Olson The author describes major heresies and how the church dealt with them, the
players, and what pastors can do to address these faith issues in order to educate congregations about Jesus,
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God, and salvation. Written by major scholars, these books will outline the context, methodology, organizing
principles, primary contributions, and major writings of people who have shaped theology as we know it
today. Richard Niebuhr Donald W. Before, seminaries prepared pastors to maintain healthy churches in stable
neighborhoods. Now, every neighborhood is changing and many churches are losing their members and their
confidence. They long for a recovery of their sense of mission and a new kind of leadership. A new kind of
seminary is regenerating to foster hope, wisdom, creativity, and engagement with the great issues of our day.
His main areas of interest are revitalizing the mainline Protestant church and excellence in church leadership.
For small groups, Sunday school classes, and as a preaching resource, The Belief Matters series is suitable for
a four-week study and includes discussion questions at the end of each chapter. The general editor of the series
is William H. Celebrating God with Us Kenneth M. An Introduction Paul V.
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Kaetrena Davis Kendrick, M. These entries are listed by year, not by author TIP: Introducing A Hallyu
Bibliography. This is a working post, so if you would like to submit items to this list or to the bibliography,
please contact me directly at kaetrena mailbox. Lee Minu and Chong Heup Cho. An ethnographic study of
Korean soap opera fans in the United States. In Gail Dines and Jean M. Women, television and everyday life:
Thesis, University of London. In Koichi Iwabuchi Ed. Hong Kong University Press. From housewives to
butterflies: Hallyu and the fantastic journey to Korea. Korea Journal, 46 2: Koreanovela and its reception
among Filipino audience. Cultural Space and Public Sphere in Asia. Korean women television viewers in
Singapore. Lin, Angel and Avin Tong. Journal of Gender Studies, 16 3: Korean wave and Korean women
television viewers in Singapore. Japanese women as viewers of Hanryu dramas and tourists on Hanyru tours.
East Asian Pop Culture: Analyzing the Korean Wave. Discourses of Korean drama viewership in China.
Television drama, narrative engagement and audience buying behavior: The Effects of Winter Sonata in
Japan. The International Communication Gazette, 71 7: Korean television dramas in Japan: Of prince
charming and male chauvinist pigs: Singaporean female viewers and the dream-world of Korean television
dramas. International Journal of Cultural Studies, 14 3: The impact of product placement on TV-induced
tourism: Korean TV dramas and Taiwanese viewers. Tourism Management, 32 4: Hien, Phan Thi Thu.
University of Social Sciences. From diaspora to Drama Fever: Consuming Korean dramas in North America.
Watch video of this presentation Chuang, Lisa M. International Journal of Intercultural Relations, 37 5:
Architectures of pirate film cultures: Inter-Asia Cultural Studies, 14 4: The effects of television viewing,
cultural proximity, and ethnocentrism on country image.
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Image courtesy National Gallery Singapore. Back in September, the Gallery already started supporting
Singapore art history and fostering cultural understanding, dialogue and knowledge of art and art history
across Asia, with its first international exhibition in Gwangju. The museum oversees a public collection of 8,
works of modern art from Singapore and Southeast Asia spanning the 19th and 20th centuries â€” the largest
of its kind in the world â€” including painting, sculpture, printmaking, photography and video. Dr Tan has
curated a variety of exhibitions, including among others the Singapore Pavilion at the 51st Venice Biennale
and the inaugural Singapore Biennale He is among the ArtReview Power for It was aimed at growing the art
ecosystem in Singapore through exhibitions, residencies and research, which it has done. Other roles and
projects which I would consider important in the development of the art scene in Singapore would include my
time at the ICA Singapore to , when we organised many exhibitions which introduced practices and artists that
were previously not widely seen in Singapore, such as On Kawara , Antony Gormley and Wolfgang Laib ,
among others. I would also consider the first Singapore Biennale in as a significant project, as it was the first
contemporary art exhibition on such a scale in Singapore. It demonstrated the potential and possibilities of
what art can be, especially through the use of public spaces and religious spaces, such as churches, temples
and a mosque, as sites for the exhibition. Collection of National Gallery Singapore. Image courtesy National
Heritage Board. More than two years have passed since then, and I wonder how your perspective of
developing the National Gallery Singapore has changed over the years. Have you had to adapt your approach
to its development according to how the Singapore art world has been transforming and other institutions have
been evolving, such as the Singapore Art Museum? The core focus of National Gallery Singapore is the art
histories of Singapore and Southeast Asia, whereas the focus of the Singapore Art Museum is on
contemporary art. Through our research, education and exhibitions, we examine the historical development of
modern art in Southeast Asia within a global context, focusing on the art of the 19th and 20th Century. This
followed from an earlier plan which was really the impetus to set up many of the institutions and museums we
have today â€” the National Arts Council , the Singapore Art Museum and the Asian Civilisations Museum.
This and the subsequent Renaissance City plan helped capitalise other parts of the ecosystem such as the
non-profit spaces, university museums and galleries, the art fairs and commercial galleries. It also led to the
internationalisation of the Singapore art scene. The establishment of National Gallery Singapore was also a
result of this plan. While this planning has resulted in greater international platforms and higher profiles for
Singapore and Southeast Asian artists, as well as increased destination tourism through art events and
exhibitions, the real achievement has been furthering the conditions for the production and reception of art
through the development of the ecosystem for art, so to speak. We can see this happening and National
Gallery Singapore is coming at the right time as part of this development. The art scene in Singapore and
Southeast Asia has been dominated by contemporary art and it is the understanding and appreciation of
history, of how our art has developed over the last years that has been lacking. This is what the National
Gallery Singapore will contribute to the landscape. It goes without saying that knowing our own art history is
important, which has been lacking and which will be the focus of the DBS Singapore Gallery, one of our two
permanent galleries. At the same time Singapore also closely interlinked with our neighbouring countries in
the region in many different ways, so the relationships between the art of the different countries in Southeast
Asia is an important focus for us as well, which we will examine through the UOB Southeast Asia Gallery.
Furthermore, Southeast Asia is not an insular region and it has always had links historically with other parts of
the world. As such, another important mission of the National Gallery is to examine these connections through
our special exhibitions. I feel now more than ever that we are creating an institution which will enable a
dialogue with the rest of the world about art from this region. We have further developed our curatorial vision
and have some important exhibitions coming up which have opened doors for new research. Rotunda Dome,
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National Gallery Singapore. Reframing Southeast Asian art history The National Gallery Singapore oversees
the largest public collection of modern and contemporary Southeast Asian art in the world, with more than 8,
artworks at the moment. Could you tell us what have been some of the most important, recent acquisitions you
have made? We have made some significant acquisitions across our collection, which will be revealed when
we open on 24 November. The National Gallery Singapore strongly relies on research and scholarship to
develop its collection. As you said in an interview with ArtReview: Through our research, our curators have
brought to light lesser known aspects of the art histories of Singapore and Southeast Asia, which will be
revealed through the exhibitions in our two permanent galleries. Some of these include the art historical
development of the 19th century as well as certain tendencies in the 20th century in Singapore and the region.
Having said that, I also see these exhibitions as a starting point to foster more research and scholarship into
our art histories. The history of Southeast Asian art is still a relatively under researched field. There is still no
art history undergraduate programme here in Singapore and few in the region. One of the initiatives we are
working on is to start an art history programme with one of the universities in Singapore, in which our
curators, who are subject experts in their field, will teach on the programme. The core of what our curators do,
as at many museums, is research into the art of Southeast Asia. Our resource centre, headed by Farah Wardani
, has also been actively developing an archive of Southeast Asian art, working with other institutions, artists
and their families and estates to digitise and make accessible documents and materials relating to the
development of art in the region, to students, scholars and researchers. Gift of the Equator Art Society. When
National Gallery Singapore opens its doors, it will be the first time that the public will be able to experience
the development of modern art in Southeast Asia from the 19th century to the present day, through two
comprehensive and long-term exhibitions, drawn from the largest public collection of modern Southeast Asian
art. As I discussed earlier, it is this understanding of the historical development of our art that has been
lacking. As such, our work complements perfectly the work of the Singapore Art Museum, which focuses on
contemporary art, or the art of the present, of the region. The exhibitions and programmes at the National
Gallery Singapore will allow our publics to better understand the roots of modern art in Southeast Asia and
how it has developed and evolved to where it is today. Do you, like SAM, also have a curatorial team in place
with each curator specialising in a definite country or area within Southeast Asia? Our curators specialise
according to the different aspects of the collection which they are responsible for, such as the Singapore
collection and areas within the Southeast Asia collection. Beyond this, they also undertake research led by the
special exhibitions that they are curating. These exhibitions involve either delving deeper into aspects of
Singapore and Southeast Asian art history, or examine the links and connections between the art of Southeast
Asia and other parts of the world. Gift of Lee Foundation. Could you tell us more about this deal and the
programmes coming out of it? The National Gallery also aims to promote a deeper understanding and
scholarship on Southeast Asian art history abroad. An important mission of National Gallery Singapore is to
examine the links and connections between the art of Southeast Asia and other parts of the world. This will be
done through our special exhibitions, which will include collaboration and will be co-curated with other art
institutions around the world. The Singtel Special Exhibition Gallery will be dedicated to showcasing
temporary exhibitions that are co-curated with renowned institutions around the world. For our first special
exhibition in March , we will co-curate an exhibition with the Centre Pompidou that re-examines and reframes
how we understand modernism with fresh perspectives using Southeast Asia as a point of reference. The
exhibition will draw from the collections of both institutions and with Southeast Asia as a point of departure,
looking at how artists in the region engaged with modernism and the role of art within societies undergoing
change and modernisation. The works of these artists will be related to works by artists situated within the
Euro-American modernist paradigm. The exhibition will reveal how shared issues in modernism were
approached by artists working in different contexts, through common approaches to modernism, ways of
working and conceptual orientations. Later in , the Singtel Special Exhibition Gallery will also be presenting a
major international exhibition co-organised with Tate Britain in London. Tate Britain will first present the
exhibition in London in November ; the exhibition will then be co-curated with works from the collection of
Tate Britain as well as works in our national collection and presented at National Gallery Singapore in October
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It is through these and other special exhibitions that we hope we will further the understanding of art from
Southeast Asia internationally and its connections to the art of other regions. Rotunda Library, National
Gallery Singapore. As the fifth founding partner, the family will see the roof garden named after their
patriarch, which will be the site of the Ng Teng Fong Roof Garden Commission series. Could you tell us more
about this programme of commissions and what the inaugural commission will be? The exhibitions will be
free to all visitors. It aims to engage visitors to imagine the possibilities of what Southeast Asia can mean, to
examine the many definitions of Southeast Asia as region, history, place, concept and culture. Most recently,
Vo represented Denmark at Venice Biennale The section features works painted by a group of artists
including Liu Kang who travelled in with three other pioneer artists, Cheong Soo Pieng , Chen Wen Hsi and
Chen Chong Swee, on a painting expedition to Bali in search of a visual expression that was distinctly
Southeast Asian. The exhibition shows how changes in social structure and authority in Southeast Asia
manifested new styles and genres of art. The lifelike details of Wounded Lion are astounding and visitors
would be struck by the expression of pain, and one could say, the sadness of the speared and hunted lion.
Image courtesy of National Heritage Board. Central to the mission of National Gallery Singapore is to
examine and create a dialogue around the links and connections between the art of Southeast Asia and other
parts of the world. We want to focus on highlighting the sense of the richness and diversity of the art in
Southeast Asia through shared historical experiences and the key impulses to art making across the region. It
will be the first time that the art of the region is being presented through a regional perspective. There has no
doubt been an increased interest in Asia and art from Asia in recent years, as evidenced by the increased
presence of Asian artists in international exhibitions and biennales. This has largely been due, in our era of
globalisation, by the economic power and influence that certain countries wield, which to a large extent
determines cultural influence, where the increased interest in the art from Asia correlates to the increasingly
important role that Asia now plays in the global economy. It is my hope that Asia will become recognised for
its cultural contributions and to the understanding of art and its development. Southeast Asia, for example is
one of the most culturally diverse regions of the world, with different cultures, ethnicities, languages and
religious beliefs. A deeper understanding of how art developed in this part of the world can allow a better
understanding of the development of art in a global context. Xuan Mai Ardia Related Topics: Singaporean art ,
Southeast Asian art , museums , museum shows , museum collections , the art scene in Singapore , interviews
Related Posts:
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What do you drink while you were reading the novelette? In your opinion, should human being embrace their
dual even multiple personalities in order to make life and work easier for self and others? Could you possibly
illustrate your reaction after reading the paragraph below with three punctuation marks? It can only be
fervently hoped that the successive editions of Mrs. The story was about the girl who found her clitoris located
in the throat rather than vagina, her sexual frustration leads her to the doctor, who decided to examine her
body to find out where her clitoris is located so decided to use his body part to help the girl to have normal,
enjoyable sexual intercourse. Pornography entered the popular consciousness and getting more successful that
the Hollywood might start to embrace it. However, the setback came quickly after Richard Nixon aligned with
right wing lawyers to oppose the liberty. Hollywood later looses its interest of producing X-rated film since
the arguments with different law under various local governments all have different standard. Although Emily
seems distracted. We can go to other one if you want. Sorry I was trying to figure out something. Tell me
about it, I might be able to help. And she asked me to help her because she has been torturing by her
employers. Which makes me feel very uncomfortable Seeing how rich these people are here, but another
world just parallels with each other secretly Is the biennial coming along well? I am really exhausted. I just
need to figure out how to redesign some parts of the installation layout. I thought that was done ages ago.
There are some artists have some problems with shipping and schedule, and some other personal affairs
between these artists need to be solved. Mostly is some organizing The Short Nightmare about Curating stuff
having problems. Some of the artists are still changing their works as well. Everything could be a big
discussion. I hate how people get caught up on these things. You know how late it is to change your work. I
have to talk to the committee. Why do you suddenly thinking about putting extra content? Would you push it
for me? I really want to do it! But I do not guarantee anything. However, they both seem to be distracted by
talking about something else, which makes the dinner ridiculously restless. Victor knows by heart that how
Emily feeling frustrated by his fame overshadowed her works all the time. He not only deeply in love with
her, also he adores the honest and genuine qualities in her works. By the time they step out of the restaurant,
Victor says: I understand how hard it is to organise things. I will take care of other organising stuff and
convince the committees. Now, Victor sits in the meeting room with the committee. He holds back,
remember- ing the mistake he made before. Thinking about his deepest doubt on relational art, where artworks
create a social environment where people come to participate in an activity, exchange their subjectivity later
generate a collective meaning based on the art environment. A seemingly open-ended result, voluntary
participation, is actually disguised by a top down system which a scenario has already constructed which
artists act as designer and function over contemplation. The thought of creating a decentred flattened art
biennale, which Victor imagined to be the perfect irony towards the development of Dubai, is an omission
now. And what the riot is about. And that is to say one must attend to ones already existing reactions and
responses. The making of connections, the production of encounters, must be paralleled by a vigilance of the
body-mind. The predominant production of subjectivity today is based on fear. Emily knows that deep in mind
from the moment she met the Indian woman in the shopping mall. How scared the poor girl was. Since the
subjectivity is made up from a multiplicity of refrains, Dubai, the biennial, the existence of Victor, the
relationship between them, art â€¦ these affective refrains are mutant centres of subjectivation. And that
provides another perfect material for Emily. She knew her way The Short Nightmare about Curating to get the
most out of it. A week after the open ceremony of the Dubai Biennale, the biennale office building tripled their
security guards number. Emily once thought she was doing the right thing. At hotel room, Emily sits on the
floor, staring at the TV news talking about the outrageous reaction in the Dubai Biennale as Victor comes into
the room. After a long wait, she says with her eyes looking straight towards the screen. We have to take down
your work. She looks like not aware of anything that happened in the past week. This is getting out of control.
The committee has decided that we reallyâ€¦ really need to take it down. You are suppose to help me, talk
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through it with all those imbeciles, not coming here to tell me to take down my work! Her face seems to
change a little. The work has to be down by tomorrow, I tried to keep it, believe me. It is my job; I have to
take care of the sponsor and the committee. You know how complicated it is. He should never bring her work
into this conversation. At least not commenting directly on. Maybe next year in London, or Kassel, I promise
it will be better and would be easier for you, for me and for everybody. What about my work, my career? This
is part of me you are taking down, and just because you are afraid of those people? You only care about your
job. You know what, Victor, you are a murderer, a monstrous murderer that kills my artwork, my idea, my
creation. I have been compromising all the decision that you made, and the only one thing that I asked for.
How is that fair? I make this work for Dubai. It has to be exhibited here so that it would make sense! And that
is why it is so sensational. If there is one thing about Victor that is the most well known, is that he is the
generous person. He gives opportunities away, he shares, he always introducing new artists to others. And
Emily just failed in this case. In fact, they took it down already. Fine, take it down Do whatever you want! Just
save all your theories and excuses, you are nothing but a dog that after those savvy, bureaucratic people. The
Short Nightmare about Curating Emily is now left alone in the hotel room, defeated. She goes to sit close by
the window with a view of another side of the city, instead of urban jungle. There she sees the vast, dry,
limitless, and fearful desert. A place that is too dangerous to go, too scary to imagine with too many mysteries.
But only the brave one goes into it, in spite of those rumours, only the creator, the gifted one would take the
risk and leap into those unknown and unexpected in order to find out the answer. There are two archetypal
myths are essentially human â€”and essentially contradictory. One inspires a human being to cross over into
unknown realms, and congratulates anyone who does so. The other limits human pursuit and experimentation,
threatening punishment to anyone who dares. A Cultural History And she stands up, looks out the window.
The ancients once thought the world ends where the sun sets, the edge of the sea where they will fall into the
void if they approaches but in fact the world is just a giant ball that never ends. Emily knows she is the chosen
one. The Short Nightmare about Curating Bibliography: Philosophers on Art from Kant to the Postmodernists:
Why are Aritsts Poor?: The Exceptional Economy of the Arts. Mousse Magazine and Publishing. When
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